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1/ See, there's a reason we create threads. Sberbank
hooking up with Chinese Intelligence (in Huawei) shouldn't
be a surprise. Sberbank itself is extensively used by the
SVR & FSB 
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Kath
@mopeng

Replying to @mopeng and 9 others

Sberbank (Titov) has an MOU with Huawei. 
sberbank.ru/en/press_cente…

15 12:26 PM - Jun 18, 2018

See Kath's other Tweets

2/ Oh hello boys :) Seems back in March this year, Sberbank started joining the

Chinese banking system. The ChiComs & Russians are getting very cosy with the

money side & data intel side, very cosy indeed 
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3/ Hello Jared Kushner :) Jared's been a very naughty boy. He met with Sergey

Gorkov, a "former" Russian Intelligence officer, now banker. Can we guess one of the

banks he was a senior deputy Chief Exec in? Why Sberbank  
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4/ Hello Maria Butina :) Maria also has been a very naughty girl in more ways than

one. Her little spy operation was being funded by a guy called Konstantin Nikolaev.

One of Nikolaev's funding sources? Sberbank  
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5/ Hello Arron Banks :) You bad boy of Brexit you ! Channel 4 in the UK found that

naughty Arron was setting up a secret gold deal with the Russians that ran

through...you guessed it, Sberbank  
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6/ Hello Don Jr ! According to Daily Beast , Ru "adoption" lawyer Veselnitskaya, had

a lobbying client, HRAGI, & it was riddled with former Ru Intelligence officers. She

also represented a top executive from....Sberbank  
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7/ Finally, we come to POTUS !! The Donald has known the CEO of Sberbank,

Herman Gref, since Sberbank sponsored Trump's Miss Universe in Moscow & the

two talked about towers and things getting built in Moscow. Follow the banks :)  
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